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Integer Only Digital Convolutions For Signal And Image Processing

Partie 1

Programme scientifique et
technique/Description du projet.
Technical and Scientific description of the
activities

1.1 Problème pośe/Rationale

In signal processing, convolutions by gaussian kernels andtheir derivatives have been extensively
used for all purposes of smoothing and estimating derivatives of a, possibly noisy, signal.
The good properties of the convolution product related to, say, Fourier transforms make it a very
effective tool, both from a theoretical and from a practicalperspective. However, deconvolution
can be ill-posed when the Fourier corefficients are small (e.g. for a gaussian kernel in the high
frequencies), especially in the presence of noise.
Another widely used set of tools is finite difference methods, and their numerous generalizations, for
solving Partial Differential Equations (PDE) with boundary conditions. This technique consists in
discretizing a PDE into a set of recurrence relations to define (possibly multidimensional) sequences.
Here, extensive research has been made to find relevant kernels which lead to good convergence
speed and stability of the discrete solution. However, as the discretization step decreases, floating
point operations errors cause many problems.
We propose a new approach that unifies these two fields, by introducing a new set of kernels of
generalized finite difference methods onZ. These kernels are based on binomial coefficients, and
are a discrete approximation of gaussian convolution kernels. This will allow us to tackle some ill-
posed problems of signal processing by exact integer-only arithmetics. In the 3D digital imaging
framework, we shall provide new mathematical and algorithmic tools for differential geometry and
analysis on discrete surfaces, with applications to medical imaging.
For another range of applications, finding orthonormal bases of L2 which can effectively represent
geometric structures is a chalenging problem in signal compression. The geometrical structures in
digital images are discrete, which sometimes makes the use of classical Euclidean spacesR

⋉ tricky.
Researchers have tried to use redundancy to find relevant basis for a given input image. Our approach
aims at defining a complete new way of working with analysis inspacesZn, providing a new set of
integer-only representations and methods.

1.2 Contexte et enjeux du projet.
Background, state of the art, issues and hypothesis

1.2.1 Integer Arithmetics In Signal Compression

Digital signal processing for image compression is widely used [37]. In [9], wavelet transfoms that
map integers to integers are introduced. This enables us lossless coding of integer-only input data.
However, they are not building integer arithmetics wavelets transforms and the computations are still
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done with floating point numbers. Bridging the gap between geometric representations and harmonic
analysis is a major issue in image processing. In [38], review of bandlet methods for geometrical
image representation is presented. These techniques aim atefficiently encoding geometrical struc-
tures, for example for compression with minimal loss of geometry, or for providing a correct solution
to inverse problems. They consist in defining operators which adapt to the local anisotropy of geo-
metric images. Our approach aims at addressing both the integer-only algorithm problem, and the
geometrical representation problem, in a single set of tools.

1.2.2 Partial Differential Equations

Algorithms originating from discretization of PDEs are usually implemented using floating point
arithmetics. The fact that the matrix becomes very ill-conditioned as we refine the grid is responsible
for the slowdown of iterative methods. Precision and stability problems may be of heavy conse-
quences in this case. Methods to reduce the impact of such problems are developped, as the one
implemented in the software CADNA [26]. Based on compromise between stability and precision,
they have inherent limited efficiency.
Another way is to reduce errors in real computation. For thispurpose, some exact computation meth-
ods are developped: computations are performed on selectedkinds of numbers for which exactness
of some kind of operations is certified. However not all the usual operations may be certified for all
given numbers (even rational). Extending both needs a greatamount of memory (even infinite). A
lot of library are developped independently (Gmp [19], Cln [23], Leda [39], Lazy [41], Core [27].
However, it clearly appears that extending the domain of thedata fromZn to Rn and using floating
point arithmetics needs not be the best way for computing. Recent works aim to design integer
algorithms for specific applications (geometric ones as faras we are concerned) (see [7] [24] as
well as Arenaire project of INRIA). They are based on intervalarithmetics (Boost interval library)
[6] or modular arithmetic (CGAL). Due to its easy parallelization, the last one is very promising
for practical applications. However designing a library based on modular arithmetics is difficult as
comparison of integer numbers is not natural in remainder code.
Recent breakthrough in theoretical computer science about the division complexity uses modular
arithmetic. Hopefully corresponding ideas may increase the power of modular arithmetic based li-
brary.

1.2.3 Differential Geometry On Digital Surfaces

Discrete differential geometry is very widely studied on meshes ([13]) for its applications in 3D com-
puter graphics. On the other hand, segmentation techniquesin medical imaging use rough heuristics
for computing curvatures for active contours. A finer study of digital differential geometry is needed
for 3D medical images processing.
Up to now estimators of derivatives for digital objects based on discrete line recognition [29] do not
allow to compute partial derivatives of the surface of 3D voxel objects. These can be computed with
floating point methods [31] using gaussian kernels. Recentlyin [18], we have obtained integer-only
methods for computing differential invariants (first-order partial derivatives, normals and curvature)
on a digital surface. Those results look promizing but further work is required.
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1.2.4 Arithmetics And Combinatorics In Discrete Geometry

Arithmetic discrete lines and hyperplanes are with digitalcircles the main primitives of digital geom-
etry. Their deep arithmetical understanding is a key step for classical problems such as segmentation
of discrete surfaces and polyhedrization from which numerous applications can be derived in image
analysis and synthesis, volume modeling, pattern recognition [5].
The use of methods originating from symbolic dynamics and arithmetics in discrete geometry has
proved to be very fruitful, and particularly, for arithmetic discrete lines and planes. The first linear
algorithm of discrete lines recognition [12] enters for instance in this framework. Indeed, in the case
of lines, the Freeman code provides a natural coding of naiveor standard arithmetic discrete lines as
Sturmian words. This extends naturally to discrete arithmetic standard hyperplanes in any dimension
[3]. One gets codings of arithmetic standard discrete hyperplanes as multidimensional words over a
finite alphabet. Moreover, these multidimensional words are themselves codings of simple discrete
dynamical systems defined asZ

d-actions by rotations on the one-dimensional torusR/Z. As appli-
cation of this approach, one deduces e.g. statistical results concerning local configurations [4], or
a Euclid Algorithm-based strategy for the recognition problem [17] which can be stated as follows:
given a set of points inZd, does there exist an arithmetic discrete plane that contains it? This arith-
metical approach provides an alternative to classical methods coming from Linear Programming or
Computational Geometry.
Tilings occur naturally in this framework since standard discrete planes provide tilings of the plane by
three kinds of rhombus - namely the three faces of the unit cube (surfels) after orthogonal projection
onto the antidiagonal plane. Then, one uses the underlying hexagonal lattice to code this tiling over
a three-letter alphabet. This extends naturally to discrete arithmetic standard hyperplanes in any
dimension, and even to more general discrete objects, namely functional stepped surfaces defined as
sets of surfels such that the above mentioned orthogonal projection induces an homeomorphism from
the discrete surface onto the plane. Such tilings based on the hexagonal lattice have been largely
studied after the pioneering work of [43]. This tiling viewpoint offers naturally a wider approach
to the above discussion on connections between discrete geometry and word combinatorics inZd.
Indeed, this will allow us to escape theZd case and to consider more general lattices, meshes and
point sets in the spirit of [30]. The subject of the present proposal is perfectly suited to let these
different viewpoints interact fruitfully, in particular trough the ill-posed problem of deconvolution
which, as far as we know, has never been considered in the framework of arithmetic coding.

1.3 Objectifs et caract̀ere ambitieux/novateur du projet.
Specific aims of the proposal, highlighting the originality and
the novelty

In this project, we set out to develop new techniques for binomial kernels. These kernels are con-
volution kernels onZ which (up to some scale factor), enable us to compute smoothed versions and
derivatives of functions onZd. This transforms a differential equation into an integer-only recurrence
relation, and more generally, a Partial Differential Equation (PDE) into a Finite Difference Equation.
The difference with usual Finite Difference kernels is thatbinomial kernels are proved to provide
best known rational approximation of derivatives from a discrete (possibly noisy) discretization of
the function. This property allows us to obtain integer-only methods which correctly estimate con-
tinuous differential objects.
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Furthermore, we provide a new digital theory ofL2 which we plan to use for effective encoding of
geometry in digital image compression.
We plan to provide solutions to the following problems :

1. Solve PDEs by arithmetically exact integer-only methods toavoid instability related to floating
point precision.

2. Purposedly use the additional degrees of freedom introduced by the binomial kernel to take
advantage of the, usually inconvenient, oscilating components obtained by integration of a
PDE using binomial kernels to cancel out imprecision.

3. Design a new theory in signal processing with binomial convolution kernels instead of Gaus-
sians and find effective integer-only deconvolution techniques by seeking to define good de-
convolution solutions in an exact way. We hope to obtain new solutions to ill-posed problems
such as deconvolution of blurry and noisy signals with low Fourier coefficients.

4. Use the particular case of the primitive of a function as an integration theory onZd, study
the correspondingL2 theory, and try to define relevant wavelets basis adapted to discretized
signals, and especially non-isotropic textures.

5. Generalize these tools to non-planar digital surfaces by defining a whole digital differential
geometry on surfaces made of surfels (faces of voxels) whichcan be used for example for 3D
segmentation of MNR images.

Generally speaking, the idea is to define a completely new theory of analysis onZ. This theory would
have at its root the discrete nature of the available data, and would not introduce alien notions such
as real numbers. The idea is to use exact integer-only algorithms, which can be particularly useful
for solving ill-posed inverse problems.
In order to get efficient implementations for large integerscomputations, our long-term goal is
to work with RNS number systems (Residue Number Systems) basedon the Chinese Remainder
Lemma and modular reductions.
On a more fundamental side of the project, for long-term developments, we will study in depth the
discrete, arithmetical and combinatorial properties of convolutions. By toying here with all possible
aspects of the objects of discrete geometry considered equivalently as discrete objects (sets of sur-
fels/voxels), or as their codings as multidimensional words, or as tilings, we aim at obtaining a deeper
insight both on these objects and on the convolution acting on them. Furthermore, if a dynamical ap-
proach on these objects has already proved its efficiency, the study of the convolution product as a
dynamical system has never been conducted in this framework.

1.4 Positionnement du projet.
Progress beyond the state of the art and relevance to the call
for proposals

The proposal’s ultimate goal is the design of exact integer arithmetics methods for signal processing,
PDE’s, image and lossless compression. It starts from a completely new approach of integer-only
convolutions, estimations of derivatives and generalization to sparse data. This idea of an integer-
only analysis ofZn is ambitious, has very broad perspectives, and can potentially yield important
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long-term results. The proposal includes the tool of RNS number system for effective computa-
tion on parallel architectures. This is a completely new emerging computation paradigm for signal
processing.
This goal is connected to several aspects of the call for proposals, both onAlgorithms and Proof,
and for signal processingFrom Raw Data to Knowledge. More precisely, the project addresses the
folowing items of the call for proposal :

• Algorithms well-founded based on well understood computation models. The proposal aims at
ensuring adequation between specification and implementation in a robust way;

• Reliable algorithms;

• Make possible hybrid continuous discrete systems;

• Robustness of signal processing applications with incomplete, uncertain data.

The proposal involves a mix of researchers working on digital imaging (Discrete geometry on vox-
els) and researchers working on advanced arithmetics. Thisinteraction between discrete geometry
based on voxels, arithmetic symbolic dynamical systems andtilings is now mature enough to lead
to both fundamental and applied results. One specificity of the present proposal is to add up these
methods and competences which are particularly well developed and represented in France, namely
word combinatorics and symbolic dynamics, arithmetics declined both from the computer science
side: RNS number systems and computer arithmetics, and from the mathematical side: Diophantine
approximation and continued fractions.

1.5 Description des travaux : programme scientifique et tech-
nique.
Detailed description of the work. For each specific aim: a
proposed workplan should be described

Contents
1.5.1 Analysis onZn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

1.5.1.1 Requirements For Digital Differential Geometry . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
1.5.1.2 A Digital Derivative . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
1.5.1.3 Linear differential equation with constant coefficients . . . . . . . . .. . . 8
1.5.1.4 Discrete Geometry For Digital Image Compression . . . . . . . . . . . . .8

1.5.2 Digital Differential Geometry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 9
1.5.2.1 Convolutions On A Discrete Surface . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9
1.5.2.2 Multiscale Derivatives and Curvature Estimators . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11
1.5.2.3 Sparse Convolution: From Voxels To Meshes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11
1.5.2.4 Conformal Differential Geometry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12

1.5.3 Federative Application: 3D Reconstruction Using Voxels . . . . .. . . . . . . 13
1.5.4 Arithmetical Questions And The Dynamics Behind Convolutions . . .. . . . . 14

1.5.4.1 Convolution of Binary Functions, Tilings by Translation and Periodicity. . 14
1.5.4.2 Convolution in word combinatorics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15
1.5.4.3 Modular approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15
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1.5.1 Analysis onZn

1.5.1.1 Requirements For Digital Differential Geometry

Objects of discrete geometry are finite sequences of integers, either providing (possibly noisy) infor-
mations about objects from real world (i.e. functions over real numbers) or algorithmically computed
to take into account some geometrical property (Sturmian words representing discrete straight lines
for instance). Concepts and algorithms for information analysis are needed, satisfying the following
constraints:

• Interpretability (In) : computation on sequences containing informations about real objects
have to provide approximations of classical notions from real differential geometry (tangent
lines or plans, curvature, etc...), with an error decreasing with the discretization step, even in
the noisy cases.

• Integer-only Computation (IoC): exact integer arithmetic may be used for every computa-
tions (for practical purposes, floating point arithmetic remains an alternative when space or
time cost of integer-only computation is too expensive). Note that linear recurring sequences
(which are an important tool of the work in progress, see below discrete derivative) may be
parallelized using modular arithmetic (RNS system, (see e.g. the survey [2]): recent logspace
algorithms for binary conversion are (theoretically) available but not extensively studied from
a practical point of view.

• Consistency (Co): notions have to be defined as part of a discrete differentialgeometry; they
have to be convenient for studying sequences defined as geometrical objects (for instance dis-
crete solutions of a discrete differential equation).

1.5.1.2 A Digital Derivative

The discrete derivative operator is introduced in [35], using convolution of a finite difference operator
with a binomial kernel that satisfies constraints (In), (IoC)and (Co):

Definition. Forn ∈ N, we define the smoothing kernel, denotedHn, using binomial coefficients, as

Hn(i) =
1

2n

(

n
i + ⌈n

2
⌉

)

Let F : Z −→ Z be a discrete function. The derivative estimator is

(Hn ⋆ F )(a) − (Hn ⋆ F )(a − 1) =
∑

i∈Z

Hn(i)F (a − i) −
∑

i∈Z

Hn(i)F (a − 1 − i)

Note that this notion will play the role of aderivative estimatorregarding constraint (IC) and of a
derivative operatorregarding constraint (SC).

Result ([35]): assuming natural regularity hypothesis about a given real functionf , suppose thatΓ is
a discretization forf and assume that noise is uniformly bounded byO(hα), with h the discretization
step (size of the pixel) andα a positive constant (usually less than 1). Then, for a sufficiently large
size of the kernel (preciselyn = ⌊h2(α−3)/3⌋), the discrete derivative ofΓ provides an approximation
of the real derivative off with an error less thanO(h2α/3).
Generalisations to greater order of derivation and to multivariable functions have been recently ob-
tained.
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1.5.1.3 Linear differential equation with constant coefficients

An Ordinary linear Differential Equation (ODE) with constant rational coefficients andrational limit
conditions is given; using the discrete derivative defined above, it is canonically associated to a Finite
Difference Equation (FDE), which is a linear recurrence equation, the dimension of the phase space
of which is greater than the one of the initial ODE. It contains oscillating phases that we would
like to use to cancel out imprecisions. Note that this problem is solved somewhat satisfactorily in
many cases using floating-point arithmetics and classical FDE. The idea here is to useinteger-only
arithmetics, for which classical finite difference schemes are not suitable, and topurposedly use the
higher dimension of the phase. One of the major problem is to algorithmically select such phases.
Experiments and partial results lead to the following problem:

Problem: an ODE with constant real coefficients and limit conditions and its associated FDE are
given. Algorithmically determine limit conditions for theFDE such that the corresponding solutions
provide good approximation of the solution of the initial ODE, with an error decreasing with the
discretization step, even in the noisy cases.

Generalization to non constants coefficients will be much more difficult. It is worth considering the
particular case of a primitive:

Problem: for a given real continuous functionf , a given discretizationΓ of this function and a given
binomial kernel, choose algorithmically a discrete primitive of Γ which is a good approximation of a
real primitive off , with an error decreasing with the discretization step, even in the noisy cases.

Note that here also, the dimension of the solution space is greater in the discrete case, since the kernel
of the derivative operator is not reduced to constants.

Task 0 (R. Malgouyres (head), A. Esbelin, Ph. Kauffmann, C. Simon). Deliverables: publi-
cations. Given a linear Partial Differential Equation (PDE) with constant coefficients and coherent
boundary conditions, express some boundary conditions on an integer-only FDE, and compute a
solution to the PDE which is

• computed by integer-only arithmetics;

• competitive for the convergence speed towards the solutionof the PDE.

This task is the one that involves the most risk in the projectbecause of the theoretical uncertainties.
If it should fail, we would only define the primitive of a sequence so that the other tasks are not
blocked.

1.5.1.4 Discrete Geometry For Digital Image Compression

Task 1 (R. Malgouyres (head), A. Esbelin, F. Feschet, D. Jamet,Ph. Kauffmann, + PhD student),
year 1-4. Deliverables: integer-only compression C++ codeand publications. First, we plan to
define a new theory ofL2(Z) as follows :

1. solve the primitive problem satisfactorily;

2. define the notion of integral corresponding to the notion of primitive;

3. define some orthonormal basis for the corresponding notion of dot product andL2(Z
n).
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This will allow us to do design integer-only approximation methods taking into account the discrete
nature of the data for image compression.
Beyond the orthonormal basis linked to the coordinates axis,we shall study som basis linked to other
directions for better approximation of non isotropic textures and oblique alignments (see Figure 1).
We shall use a partition ofZ2 into parallel discrete line to define integer coordinates different from

(a) The Lenna picture (b) Detail 1 (c) Detail 2 (d) Detail 3

(e) Partition into discrete
lines

Figure 1: Details of the Lenna picture with linear structures

usual coordinates. Using discrete line recognition, we shall design compression approximation algo-
rithms for colored textures with linear structures.

1.5.2 Digital Differential Geometry

1.5.2.1 Convolutions On A Discrete Surface

In [18], a technique for computing convolution on non-planar discrete surfaces made of surfels (faces
of voxels) is introduced.

Definition. Let K be eitherZ or R andS be aZ−module (such asZn or R
n). For f : Σ → S and

F : Σ × Σ → K, we define the operatorΨ as follows:

ΨF (f) : Σ −→ S

x 7−→
∑

y∈Σ

F (x, y) · f(y)

Intuitively, Ψ acts like a convolution of the values off on the surface with a convolution kernel whose
values should depend on the relative positions of two surfels. Formally, this convolution product is
similar to a matrix multiplication (and is not abelian). We also define the iterated operatorΨ(n).
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Definition. The iterated convolution operatoris defined fork ∈ N by:
{

Ψ
(0)(f)
F = f

Ψ
(k)
F (f) = ΨF (Ψ

(k−1)
F ) if k > 0.

(1)

Furthermore, we define some masks which appear to have a response to impulsion which is compat-
ible with the induced Riemanian metrics on the surface, and geodesics (see Figure 2 and Figure 3).
The main task in the definition of these operators is to guarantee their interpretability (IC) and to fit
as well as possible with the corresponding operators definedon meshes in the framework of Discrete
Differential Geometry [15].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a) View of a paraboloid shaded using normals estimated with our method. (b) Response
of the iterated averaging filter over the paraboloid compared with a breadth-first traversal (c). (The
volume size is150 × 150 × 150 and has104926 surfels.)

(a) Breadth-first
traversal.

(b) Iterated convolu-
tion response.

Figure 3: Breadth-first traversal of the surfels graph and convolution over a digitized planex+y+z =
0.

Task 2 (Y. Gérard (head), F. Feschet, S. Fourey, J-O. Lachaud, R. Malgouyres, Ch. Mercat).
Deliverable: source code for geodesics and computation of differential operators, publications.

1) Compute partial derivatives, normal vectors and estimate curvatures on a digital surface using this
convolution technique.

2) Study the possibility to define an extended differential geometry on surfaces, defining the classical
differential operators such as the Laplacian.

3) Compute features related to the Riemanian metrics, such as geodesics and shortest paths, by using
the masks.
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4) Understand the relations between the derivative masks as they can be generated on surfaces made
of surfels and the notions of exterior derivative or of Hodgestar (used in Discrete Differential Geom-
etry to take into account the adjacency and the sizes of the cells). A common framework for Digital
and Discrete Differential geometry will surely provide a solid basis for modeling and simulation.

1.5.2.2 Multiscale Derivatives and Curvature Estimators

Discrete estimators aim at computing differential data, such as derivatives, normals and curvatures,
from discrete data obtained by (possibly noisy) discretization or aquisition of a differentiable object
from the continuous world. Example of such discrete data canbe found in any kind of real signal
processing input data, and in particular medical imaging (MNR, Scanner, reconstructed tomograhy
objects,...). Such an estimator is calledmultigrid-convergentif it converges to the derivatives of the
continuous object when refining the discretization resolution.
In [35], we propose a multigrid-convergent estimator for the derivatives of all orders for a noisy
sampled function (with a uniformly bounded noise), and for derivatives of parametrizations of 2D
digital objects boundaries. This estimator is similar to scale-space methods ([33]), but can be integer-

only, and the rate of convergence for thekth derivative isO
(

h(2/3)k

)

, whereh is the size of the pixel,

which is the best known uniform convergence result known fordiscrete estimators, and in particular
much more general than the results in [29].
In [18], we propose an estimator for normals and curvature on(non necessarily functional) digital
surfaces.
These estimators appear to provide the best known convergence rate when refining the resolution, but
they depend on one parameter: the size of the mask. When refining the resolution, and according to
[35], optimal mask size can be chosen automatically.
However, when some objects present different features suchas sharp details in some parts and smooth
surfaces in other parts, the choice of a uniform mask size cannot be relevant for all parts of the object.
The goal of multiscale analysis, as it has been already studied in scale-space, is to use several mask
sizes to analyse objects with different levels of details, and possibly to adaptatively choose the mask
size according to queries or curvature.

Task 3 (S. Fourey (head), Ch. Fiorio, J-O. Lachaud, S. Jehan, +Post-Doc). Deliverables: 3D
segmentation software and publications
1) Apply methods inspired from scale-space litterature to thecase of a functional signal. In the
non-fonctional digital surface framework, we expect this research to lead to interesting, original, and
practically relevant results.
2) Use the obtained estimation of curvature and other differencial invarients in implementations of
active contours for 3D segmentation.

1.5.2.3 Sparse Convolution: From Voxels To Meshes

Section 1.5.2.1 defines differential operators on a digitalsurface made of faces of voxels (called
surfels). On a curved surface, the binomial convolution becomes a non-isotropic kernel. Another
way of understanding this technique is, through statistical mechanics, to interpret these mask values
as coming from random walks on graphs. This interpretation can be generalized to sparse data.
The actual data that defines a digital surfaces can be sparse,either because of holes in the data due
to noise, mask, shadows or reflections, or because of down-sampling and compression of the data, or
else because of the definition of the surface as a mesh. Differential geometry has a long history in the
mesh community, borrowing its techniques mainly from the Finite Elements Method.
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The main goal of this part of the project is to understand the techniques of the two Discrete Geometry
communities, defining digital surfaces as whether a mesh or avoxel set, inside a common theoretical
framework.

Task 4 (Ch. Mercat (head), S. Fourey, R. Malgouyres). Deliverables: source code for derivetive
estimation, publications.
1) Set up a theory of sparse convolutions that will eventually lead to similar combinatorial differential
operators for sparse functions, not everywhere defined, in 1D, 2D, on the integer lattice, on a voxel
surface with “holes”, and finally on a mesh.

2) We shall compute the weights yield by a random walk on this non-isotropic subset of the lattice.
The convolution, has to be generalized to a non-isotropic kernel action, as was previously done
for discrete differential operators on non-flat voxel surfaces, reflecting here not the curvature of the
surface but the sparseness of the data.

1.5.2.4 Conformal Differential Geometry

Conformal parametrization of surfaces is a classical and useful technique in image processing. The
key notion is to identify the tangent plane of a surface to thefield of the complex numbers in a
consistent way. This notion has been tremendously successful in mathematics and engineering, it is
crucial intexture mappingfor example to preserve little circles.
The technique has many other uses, like vector fields on surfaces, surfaceremeshing, surface recog-
nition or surface interpolation, widely used in the polyhedral surfaces community [14, 15, 28, 20, 21,
22, 25].
We are going to explore its adaptation to the case of digital surfaces made of surfels. In [40], we have
defined the theory and algorithms needed for an actual implementation on computers of these notions
to the context of surfel surfaces.

z 7→ z3

Figure 4: The discrete version of the mapz 7→ z3 in the hexagonal/triangular case.

The additional information that we use in order to give the digital surface a conformal structure is
the data of the normal direction [32, 31, 36], yielding a non real discrete conformal structure, and a
discrete Hodge theory.
The Hodge decomposition allows, for example, to decompose discrete vector fields into rotational
free, divergence free, harmonic, holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts. This has many possible
applications in discrete versions of Partial DifferentialEquations, especially in discrete flows, diffu-
sion, hydrodynamics, thermodynamics or other physical simulations.

Task 5 (Ch. Mercat (head), V. Berth́e, R. Malgouyres). Deliverables: publications. 1)The
required normals can be computed on the digital surface using binomial convolution techniques [18]
that yield as well curvatures. We intend to understand the relationships between conformality and
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convolution. In particular, what are the commutation relations between the binomial smoothing of
the surface features and the conformal Cauchy-Riemann equation?

Figure 5: A surfel projected onto the local tangent plane

2) Initiate a collaboration with the biostatistics group at the University Montpellier 2 which works on
the pollution of theEtang de Thau pond, an important shellfish industry center, bythe Alexandrium
Catenella alga. This pollution is related to the formation ofvortices in the currents and their detection
is important.

1.5.3 Federative Application: 3D Reconstruction Using Voxels

The idea of 3D reconstruction of a scene as a voxel based geometric model, from several 2D views,
is not new ([16],[11]). After applying autocalibration (byepipolar geometry or shape from motion)
from several views, shape-from-silouhette techniques areimmediately adapted to the construction of
a convex voxel envelope. Shape-from-shading techniques are then adapted to refining this envelope
to a precise reconstruction, especially in the absence of any texture or sharp angle.
In [42], the authors study the lambertian shape-from-shading problem, using an approach based on
the notion of viscosity solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi equations. This partial differential equation can
be solved fy some finite difference schemes. We observed that, at least in some particular cases of
camera parameters with respect to the voxel axis, the finite difference scheme’s integer solution for
the discretized Hamilton-Jacobi equations provides a wellformed functional voxel surface.
Task 6 (Y. Kenmochi (head), S. Fourey, B. Kerautret L. Najman, R. Malgouyres, +Post-Doc).
Deliverables: Source code for a prototypal software and publications.
We plan to study these properties in detail, and apply them toreconstruct a piecewise functional voxel
surface to refine the envelope obtained by shape-from-silouhette techniques.
We shall first test these methods on computer generated 2D views of a 3D scene, which will allow
us to start working without the autocalibration method, andthen on real pictures acquired by CCD
cameras ater implementation of calibration. We shall then display the reconstructed object either by
a voxel-based global illumination method proposed in [34],[10] (or by reconstructing a mesh from
the voxels, [8]). Applying a global illumination method on the output of the reconstruction process
can give a complete reconstruction-simulation chain, using mainly the voxel model. Application to
real live pictures in combination with other techniques adapted to texture-object is outside the scope
of this project, which is upstream from this goal.
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1.5.4 Arithmetical Questions And The Dynamics Behind Convolutions

Digital convolutions inZ
n can be fruitfully studied from the viewpoint of arithmeticsand word

combinatorics. Indeed, the interactions with tilings, substitutions, stepped surfaces etc... are natural
and rich of deep problems. We focus on the deconvolution problem, which is a classical ill-posed
problem in high frequencies.

1.5.4.1 Convolution of Binary Functions, Tilings by Translation and Periodicity

We first recall that by definition atiling by translation of a groupG is a pair of functionsf : G →
{0, 1} andg : G → {0, 1} such that its convolution productf ∗ g is equal to constant1.

Problem: A deconvolution problem consists in finding a functionf : G → {0, 1} such that its
convolution with a giveng : G → {0, 1} is equal to constant1: the problem is equivalent with tiling
G by g−1(1).

This question illustrates the relations between convolution properties and combinatorial properties
of tilings, and particularly with periodicity. We can also note thatperiodicity itself can be written
in terms of convolution: a functionf defined on groupG is periodic of periodp (namely∀x ∈
G, f(x + p) = f(x)) if and only if f ∗ g = 0 whereg(0) = −1, g(p) = 1 andg(x) = 0 otherwise.
In the other the framework of Vuillon-Nivat conjecture (which states that if a two-dimensional word
admitsmn rectangular factors of size(m,n), for some size(m,n), then this word admits a period
vector), a small number of configurations leads to introducea functiong such thatf ∗ g is constant
(becaused points inR

d always belong to an affine hyperplane ofR
d). In other words, a reduced

number of local configurations implies the existence of a convolution kernel such that the convolution
is constant.

Task 7 (V. Berthé (head), D. Jamet, A. Esbelin, Y. Ǵerard, C. RaffaliJ-P. Reveillès, L. Vuillon).
Deliverables: publications.

1) Systematic study of relations between deconvolution, division of power series and the particular
case of tilings in the binary functions case. Is it possible to know whether a shapeh can be tiled
by another one? If the tilef is given, this question reduces a power series division. Note that if the
supporth−1(1) of h is finite, it even reduces to a polynomials division. If the tile f is not given,
the problem becomes more complicated and it seems useful to introduce the prime factors ofh by
combining them in order to obtain a suitablef .

2) Consider a decomposition off = g∗h, with h being a binomial kernel. The solution is non-unique
and we have to define a choice that can be easily computed and that has reasonable properties (smooth
oscillations). This problem is a discrete analog of the deconvolution problem in signal processing.

3) Consider the variant of convolution product with the sum assumed to be boolean and ask the fac-
torization problem. Indeed, inZ, the convolution product of two binary functionsf andg with a
compact support can be considered as a kind of multiplication without carry. We have for instance
11*11=111 or 101*11=1111=111*11. This operation is known in the framework of mathematical
morphology as dilatation. Is the factorization problem polynomial? As far as we know, this funda-
mental complexity problem is open. Consider the possible applications in bioinformatics, polynomial
factorization, cryptography...

4) Systematic study of the relations between “constant convolutions” and “periodicity”, in relation
with discrete integration issues. Indeed, finding bounded primitives of 0 (and periodic functions are
bounded) arises naturally in the integration problem.
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1.5.4.2 Convolution in word combinatorics

Convolution can be fruitfully described in terms of symbolicdynamics. Consider indeed an infinite
word w = (wn)n∈N with values inZ. The operation of convolution defined by multiplying by a
polynomial the formal power series

∑

n≥0 wnX
n associated with the infinite wordw translates as the

action of alinear cellular automaton (a local code) on the wordw itself.
More generally, convolution product acts as a dynamical system on multi-dimensional sequences
coding e.g. discrete objects of higher dimension. Its interaction with substitutions (substitutions allow
the replacement of a letter by a word or a pattern) has to be investigated very carefully. The question
is to understand how a substitution behaves after application of a convolution. There is probably no
commutation (we can notice that the shift commutes with convolution), a substitution being a priori a
global transformation. These two operations can be considered as transverse operations. Indeed, the
convolution kernel expresses information on the set of translation vectors, whereas the substitution
contains information on the tiles themselves.
These commutation issues are motivated by the following considerations. Substitutions play an im-
portant role in the study of Sturmian words and more generally of arithmetic discrete planes [1]. They
provide indeed an efficient discrete translation of continued fraction algorithms, and they operate a
zooming operation that can be explicitly described in the discrete objects under study: they allow
arithmetic rescaling procedures.

Task 8 (V. Berthé (head), D. Jamet, J.-O. Lachaud, J-P. Reveillès, G. Theyssier, L. Vuillon+
PhD Student). Deliverables: publications.Study the combinatorial properties of words obtained
by coding the most simple objects issued from discrete geometry, namely, Sturmian words, when
performing a convolution or a deconvolution, that is, in differential terms, study the primitives of
constants. Understand the convolution as a dynamical system acting on one-dimensional but also
multi-dimensional words. The study of the preservation of combinatorial properties under convolu-
tion is a first step toward the study of the arithmetic properties. One important feature of the study
of convolution as a dynamical system acting on arithmetic discrete planes is to understand its action
on the arithmetic and geometric parameters of discrete planes. Use convolution simultaneously with
desubstitution on the coding for counting or generating local configurations

1.5.4.3 Modular approach

In order to get efficient implementations, we will work with RNS number systems (Residue Number
Systems) based on the Chinese Remainder Lemma and modular reductions. In such systems a number
X is represented by its residuesxi = X mod mi; i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, where the integersmi are small
and relatively prime. The main advantage is that additions,substractions and multiplications can be
performed in parallel on these small numbers. This advantage lies in the size ofmi which hasO(n/k)
bits whilstX hasn bits.
However, conversion from RNS to binary is the less efficient operation which is needed for comparing
or dividing two nmbers. Despite this difficulty, RNS is suitable for arithmetic intensive operations
with no comparison and no general division on large integers.
Consequently, this number representation seems to be interesting because the non-negative integers
involved in the binomial convolutions might be very large. Furthermore the convolutions to be imple-
mented requires essentially additions and multiplications. This is thus natural to study the convolution
in a modular framework, that is, by considering formal powerseries with values inZ/nZ. A last ar-
gument for the use of RNS numbers lies in the different parallel computation capabilities offered by
the new hardware architecture that are multi-core processors and general-purpose graphic processing
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units (GPGPU).

Task 9 (L-S. Didier (head), J-C Bajard, A. Esbelin). Implement a library for RNS computations
for several hardware targets (processors, multi-core processors, general-purpose graphic processing
units (GPGPU)). Definition of a benchmark for comparing the implementations of the library on the
several targets. Implementation of the binomial convolution.

1.6 Résultats escompt́es et Retomb́ees attendues. Expected re-
sults and potential impact.

A measure of success for the project would be the emergence ofa new branch of analysis, which
would be completely integer-only, both conceptually and algorithmically. This branch of analysis
would have long term implications, and eventually applications in all fields of numerical analysis
where stability of the methods is undermined by floating point arithmetics precision. This includes:

• All applications of PDE, in particular in physics;

• Lossless signal compression through integer-only functional analysis;

• 3D segmentation for medical imaging;

• Differential geometry for 3D MNR and scanner medical data;

• etc.
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1.7 Organisation du projet. Project management : structure and
flow.

Note. All the tasks are united in their goal and the objects they study: digital convolution for integer-
only signal processing. However, we can see that very few tasks are liable to undermining other tasks
in case of failure. Only one question is really critical to several tasks:

• Finding a good notion of a primitive is necessary to get on with Task 0, Task 1 and Task 7. The
notion of a primitive is therefore critical and the target isto solve this question in the first 6
months.

Chronogramme / Jalons (Timing diagram/ Milestones)
Partenaires/Partners Année / Year 1 Année / Year 2 Année / Year 3 Année / Year 4

1.
LA

IC

2.
LIR

M
M

3.
LA

M
A

4.
G

R
E

Y
C

5.
LO

R
IA

6.
IG

M

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48

Task 0 X X X X X X
Task 1 X X X X X X X
Task 2 X X X X X X X
Task 3 X X X X X X
Task 4 X X X X X X
Task 5 X X X X X
Task 6 X X X X X X X
Task 7 X X X X X X X X
Task 8 X X X X X X X X
Task 9 X X X X X X X X X
Rapports d’avancement /
états des d́epenses
Progress report/expenses

a b a b a b a b

Accord de consortium/rapport final
Consortium agreement/final report c d

a : Rapport d’avancement semestriel/ 6 month-progress report
b : Rapport d’avancement semestriel +état des d́epenses/ Progress report + expenses
c : Accord de consortium/ Consortium agreement
d : Rapport de synth̀ese + ŕecapitulatif des d́epenses/ Final report + expenses summary
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TABLEAU des LIVRABLES et des JALONS (le cas éch́eant)/ Deliverables and milestones

Tâche/
Task

Intitulé et nature des livrables et des jalons/
Title and substance of the deliverables and
milestones

Date de fourniture nom-
bre de mois à compter
de T0/ Delivery date, in
months starting from T0

Partenaire responsable du
livrable/jalon/ Partner in
charge of the deliverable/
milestone

0. Integer-Only Methods For linear PDE’s with constant coefficients
Method and code for primitives (also in Task 2) T0+6 LAIC
Method for linear PDE’s in dimension 1 T0+18 LAIC
Code for linear PDE’s in dimension 1 T0+24 LAIC
Method for linear PDE’s in dimension 2 T0+36 LAIC
Source code for linear PDE’s with const. coeff. T0+48 LAIC

1. Integer Only Signal Compression
Method and code for primitives (also in Task 1) T0+6 LAIC
Detection of straight lined textures T0+12 LAIC
Find basic relevant orthonomal basis ofL2 T0+18 LORIA
Code for a compression algorithm for textures T0+36 LAIC
Find a range of orthonormal basis ofL2 T0+48 LORIA

2. Digital Differential Geometry
Source code for geodesics T0+12 GREYC
Extra differential operators T0+24 LAIC
Theoretical relationship with meshes T0+48 LIRMM

3. Derivative Estimators
Implement fast curvature estimators T0+6 GREYC
Find adaptative mask size T0+18 LIRMM
Implementation of a 3D discrete segmentation method T0+36 GREYC

4. Theory Of Convolutions On Sparse Data
Compute weights inZ T0+12 LIRMM
Compute weights inZn ande code estimators T0+24 LIRMM
Compute and code weights for surfaces T0+48 GREYC

5. Digital Conformal Geometry
Implementation of discrete conformal surfel surface toolbox T0+6 LIRMM
Discrete Hodge theory applied to theÉtang de Thau vortices T0+12 LIRMM
Relation with convolution T0+36 LIRMM

6. Shape From Shading Using Voxels
Voxel shape from silouhette method T0+12 IGM
Theoretical finite difference scheme for Hamilton-Jacobi Equations T0+18 IGM
Application to functional surfaces T0+24 IGM
Code for complete voxel reconstruction T0+48 IGM

7. Deconvolution, Tilings And Periodicity
Binomial deconvolution (linked to Task 11) T0+12 LAIC
Bounded primitive of0 and periodicity (linked to Task 1) T0+12 LIRMM
Boolean deconvolution (linked to Task 11) T0+24 LAIC
Deconvolution and tilings T0+36 LAMA
Periodicity and convolution T0+48 LAMA

8. Convolution and dynamical systems
Identification of primitive of Surmian words T0+12 LIRMM
Convolution as a dynamical system T0+24 LIRMM
Preservation of combinatorial properties and convolution T0+30 LIRMM
Application to local configurations T0+36 LORIA
Conformality and dynamical systems (linked to Task 6) T0+48 LIRMM

9. Convolutions And Residue Number Systems
A libray of RNS computation on single core T0+6 LIRMM
A libray of RNS computation on multicore T0+18 LIRMM
A libray of RNS computation tuned for a general-purpose graphic processing unit T0+24 LIRMM
Comparison and benchmarking of the libraries T0+30 LIRMM
mplementation of convolution involved in FDE and complexity study T0+36 LIRMM
Implementation of convolution involved in ODE and complexity study T0+42 LIRMM
Implementation of convolution involved in PDE and complexity study T0+48 LIRMM
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1.8 Organisation du partenariat. Description of the Consortium.

We plan to meet regularly and evaluate the work progress 2 times a year during workshops where
competent outside scientists will be invited. Each year, weplan to invite 2 foreign collaborators,
spread in the different laboratories. Each visit will last 2weeks. Each participant will attend one or
2 international conferences each year allowing to inform the different communities of the possible
interactions with other communities. Internal collaboration inside the project: 3 missions each year.
Since the participants are spread in 6 distant laboratories, we ask for financial support allowing 2
small three-days meetings each year, plus several bilateral meetings.

1.8.1 Pertinence du/des partenaires. Presentation of the relevance ofthe/each
partner to the proposal.

• Members of the LAIC have expertise in discrete geometry, PDE’s, finite differences, image
processing.

• The members of the LIRMM Partenaire have expertise both on discrete geometry and on the-
oretical aspects and software aspects of arithmetic and computer arithmetic.

• Members of the LAMA have expertise both on discrete estimatots and combinatorial aspects.

• Members of the IGM have expertise on discrete surfaces;

• Members of the LORIA have expertise about functional analysis, mathematics for signal pro-
cessing, and 3D reconstruction;

• Members of the GREYC have expertise about previous work on digital convolutions, source
code on digital surfaces and 3D segmentation for medical imaging.

1.8.2 Compĺementarité des partenaires (si plusieurs partenaires). Description
of complementarities within the consortium (if several partners).

The topics of our project cover the following fields from computer science and mathematics:

• Recent work on digital convolution (including LAIC and GREYC);

• Discrete Geometry, discrete surfaces (including LAIC, GREYCand IGM);

• Arithmetics (including LIRMM and LAMA);

• Combinatorics (including LAMA and LIRMM;)

• Mathematics for signal processing and PDE’s (including LAIC and LORIA).

A collaboration of all these fields is required

• to tackle practical signal processing problems and PDE’s;

• to address more fundamental discrete aspects of digital convolutions, the understanding of
which we need for long term development.
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1.8.3 Qualification du coordinateur du projet. Principal investigator: skills
and CV.

Academic Curriculum. Rémy Malgouyres is 40 years old. He graduated in Mathematics (master)
from the Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon, obtainedAgrégation de Math́ematiques, and a PhD
degree (1994) and Habilitation degree (1999) in Computer Science. He became Associate Profes-
sor in Information Technology in Caen in 1995, and Full Professor in Information Technology in
Clermont-Ferrand in 2000.

Extract From Scientific Responsabilities.

• Director of the Laboratoire d’Algorithmique et Image (LAIC);

• Responsible of the National Workgroup on Discrete Geometry (of the Mathematical Computer
Science Federation GDR CNRS IM);

• Referee on 3 habilitations and 10 PhD thesis.

Research History. With his mathematical curriculum, R. Malgouyres began with theoretical re-
search on digital topology, voxel surfaces and homotopy. After 2000, he diversified his research
topics to include Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling.His experience of teaching practical
information technology combined with his mathematical background are great assets. His work is
characterized by somewhat radical originality.

Advisor activity.

• 9 Research Master Thesis;

• 9 PhD Students.

Statistics about publications

• 2 books, 17 journal papers, 27 international conference papers.

• Statistics from Google Scholar:

Papers: 44 Cites/paper: 6.30 h-index: 9 AWCR: 27.23
Citations: 277 Cites/author: 175.09 g-index: 14 AW-index: 5.22
Years: 15 Papers/author: 29.15 hc-index: 6 AWCRpA: 17.28
Cites/year: 18.47 Authors/paper: 1.95 hI-index: 4.05 hI,norm: 7

A Few References:

Relevant Conference papers

[1] S. Fourey and R. Malgouyres. Normals and Curvature Estimationfor Digital Surfaces Based on
Convolutions. InDiscrete Geometry for Computer Imagery, LNCS, 2008. to appear.

[2] R. Malgouyres, F. Brunet, and S. Fourey. Binomial Convolutions and Derivatives Estimation
from Noisy Discretizations. InDiscrete Geometry for Computer Imagery, LNCS, 2008. to appear.
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Textbook on graphics

[1] R. Malgouyres.Algorithmes pour le synth̀ese d’images et l’animation 3D. Collection Sciences
Sup. DUNOD, 2̀eme edition, 2005.

Journal publications

[1] Pierre Y. Chatelier and Ŕemy Malgouyres. A low-complexity discrete radiosity method. Com-
puters & Graphics, 30(1):37–45, 2006.

[2] J. Burguet and R. Malgouyres. Strong Thinning and Polyhedric Approximation of the Surface of
a Voxel Object.Discrete Applied Mathematic, 125(1):93–114, 2003.

[3] S. Fourey and R. Malgouyres. A Concise Characterization of 3D Simple Points.Discrete Applied
Mathematics, 125(1):59–80, 2003.

[4] S. Fourey and R. Malgouyres. Intersection Number and Topology Preservation Within Digital
Surfaces.Theoretical Computer Science, 283(1):109–150, 2002.

[5] R. Malgouyres and M. More. On the Computational Complexity of Reachability in 2D Bi-
nary Images and Some Basic Problems of 2D Digital Topology.Theoretical Computer Science,
283(1):67–108, 2002.
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